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ABSTRACT 

Introduction 

Docetaxel (D) and cabazitaxel (C) are the standard chemotherapy for mCRPC. No 

biomarker predictive of resistance to D or C has been approved yet. Based on 

preliminary clinical data, we aimed to assess the association between ABCB1 

amplification (ABCB1 amp) and primary resistance (RES) to D or C for mCRPC, using 

cfDNA. 

Methods 

A cohort (A) of 136 patients (pts) with at least 1 plasma sample drawn and stored within 

12 months prior to starting D for mCRPC (2002-2014) and a cohort (B) of 42 pts with 

at least 1 plasma sample drawn and stored within 12 months prior to starting C for 

mCRPC (2010-2016) were identified from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute IRB 

approved database. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) at 0.1x coverage, termed ultra-

low pass WGS (ULP-WGS), was performed on the cfDNA extracted from the selected 

samples (1000μL/subject) and sequencing data were run through ichorCNA, a 

probabilistic model that allows to detect cases with sufficient tumor DNA content 

(>7%) and accurately identify copy number alterations (CNAs) including ABCB1 amp. 

Primary endpoint was assessing the association between ABCB1 amp and RES to D or 

C. Secondary endpoint was evaluating associations between any other CNAs with 

≥10% prevalence and RES to D or C. RES was defined as the absence of a response, 

defined as PSA50 decline or radiologic response according to RECIST criteria version 



1.1, within 16 weeks from treatment start. Odds ratio (OR) was used to compare odds 

of RES to D or C for pts with ABCB1 or exploratory CNAs and P-values were 

calculated by Fisher’s exact test or Monte Carlo simulation. 

Results 

Of the selected 178 pts, 66 had sufficient tumor purity: 45 pts in cohort A and 21 in 

cohort B. The rates of men with ≥4 prior therapy lines were 22.2% in cohort A and 

71.4% in cohort B. No significant association was noted between ABCB1 amp and 

RES to D (P=0.7123; OR=1.600) or C (P=1.000; OR=1.0606). RES was observed in 

26 pts (57.8%) of cohort A and 18 (85.7%) of cohort B. ABCB1 amp was observed in 

9 pts (20%; 95% CI, 9.6-34.6) in group A and 6 of them (66%) had RES to D. ABCB1 

amp rate among D-resistant men was 23.1% (95% CI, 9.0-43.7). In group B, 2 pts 

(9.5%; 95% CI, 1.2-30.4) had ABCB1 amp and both of them had RES to C. ABCB1 

rate among C-resistant pts was 11.1% (95% CI, 1.4-34.7). No significant association 

was found between exploratory biomarkers and RES to D or C. 

Conclusion 

In this study, ABCB1 amp does not predict for RES to D or C for pts with mCRPC. 

Future studies including ABCB1 amp in a suite of putative biomarkers and larger 

samples may aid drawing definitive conclusions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Prostate cancer is currently the most diagnosed cancer, with 174,650 

estimated new cases in 2019, and the second cause of cancer-related 

mortality, in American men [1]. Prostate cancer has the highest incidence 

also among Italian men and is the third cause of cancer-related death [2]. A 

large part of patients with metastatic prostate cancer initially responds to 

androgen deprivation therapy. However, most of them will eventually 

relapse and develop metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer 

(mCRPC) [3]. Docetaxel and cabazitaxel are currently the standard first and 

second, respectively, chemotherapy lines in mCRPC based on the results of 

the large phase 4 clinical trials TAX327, SWOG 9916, TROPIC, and 

FIRSTANA [4-7]. Both drugs belong to the category of the taxanes, 

cytotoxic agents which in the cytoplasm bind to the beta-tubulin dimers 

preventing microtubule depolymerization, which in turn results in the 

inhibition of mitotic cell division and apoptosis [8]. Only approximately half 

of the patients receiving docetaxel for mCRPC have a biochemical response, 

while the rest is primarily resistant to docetaxel [4]. The rate of innate 

resistance to cabazitaxel for men with mCRPC progressing on docetaxel is 
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even higher as only ~40% of them show a PSA decrease of 50% or greater 

in the cabazitaxel pivotal clinical trial [6]. Even initially responding patients, 

however, will progress in time. Several potential mechanisms of resistance 

to these taxanes, such as beta-tubulin isotypes alterations [9], 

overexpression of Bcl-2 [10] and induction of clusterin by pAkt [11,12], 

activation of central transcriptional factors such as NF-kB [13], alteration of 

multidrug resistant (MDR) genes [14], have been investigated in the past. 

However, no biomarker of taxane response or resistance for patients with 

mCRPC has been established yet. Both docetaxel and cabazitaxel are 

associated with non-neglectable rates of severe adverse events which, when 

not fatal, severely impact patients’ quality of life [4-6]. Finding biomarkers 

able to predict resistance or response to docetaxel and/or cabazitaxel would 

allow the clinician to use the most efficient drug, avoiding administration of 

useless chemotherapy and thus sparing the patient relevant toxicity. 

Therefore, discovering biomarkers predictive of resistance or response to 

these agents is currently an unmet clinical need.   

1.2 Potential biomarkers 

The molecular mechanisms underpinning the primary or acquired resistance 

to either taxane remain yet to be completely understood. Nonetheless, 
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several studies reported a temporal correlation between the acquisition of 

docetaxel resistance and the upregulation of ABCB1 in ovarian, breast, and 

prostate cancer [15-17]. ABCB1 is a gene responsible for the induction of 

one of the major ATP-binding cassette (ABC) drug transporters, known for 

increasing drug efflux from tumor cells, ABCB1 [15,16]. Among the other 

forms of genomic instability so far postulated as mechanisms underlying the 

increased expression of ABCB1 (translocations, gene mutations, chromatin 

remodeling, etc.), amplification of it and of its locus 7q21 was demonstrated 

in ovarian and breast cancer cells resistant to docetaxel [16]. However, this 

correlation has not been proved in prostate cancer cells yet. Of note, 

cabazitaxel was identified from a screen for taxanes with improved 

pharmacologic properties, including a low affinity for MDRP (multidrug 

resistance or ABCB1 proteins). Additionally, a few studies investigating the 

activity of cabazitaxel in vivo and in vitro described only a mild resistance 

to ABCB1-overexpressing cells and low affinity to ABCB1 [18-20]. 

Therefore, the amplification of ABCB1 and of its locus 7q21 may be more 

reasonably associated with docetaxel resistance rather than cabazitaxel. In 

the Stand Up to Cancer (SU2C) database, an integrative landscape analysis 

of somatic and germline alterations in mCRPC obtained through DNA and 
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RNA sequencing of biopsies of 150 patients with mCRPC, the observed 

frequency of ABCB1 amplification was approximately 2% [21].  

Furthermore, ERG was found overexpressed by 30 to 80 fold in at least 50% 

of prostate cancers as a result of recurrent gene fusions with TMPRSS2, in 

most cases, or with SLC45A3 and NDRG1 [22]. ERG rearrangements 

represent the most common form of genetic alteration detected in prostate 

cancer and seem to occur early in the course of the disease. In vivo and in 

vitro experiments reported that ERG has a role in starting prostate 

epithelium transformation and increasing cell invasion [23]. In a recent 

study, ERG overexpression resulted associated with decreased sensitivity to 

taxanes in prostate cancer cell lines in vivo and in vitro. Additionally, ERG 

overexpressing CRPC patients were found to have twice the probability to 

be taxane resistant compared to ERG negative ones [24]. Taxanes function 

by binding and stabilizing microtubule polymers, favoring their elongation 

and preventing the physiological removal of tubulin dimers (bundling). 

Presumably, ERG contributes to taxane resistance by binding the soluble 

tubulin dimers in the cytoplasm, thereby hindering their polymerization into 

microtubules and the taxane mediated bundling [24]. Therefore, ERG-

TMPRSS2 rearrangement could be reasonably investigated as biomarker of 
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resistance to both docetaxel and cabazitaxel. In the SU2C database, the ETS-

related gene (ERG) fusions observed rate was 43.3% and, as that the typical 

fusion partner for ERG is the androgen regulated gene TMPRSS2, we can 

assume a very similar rate for ERG-TMPRSS2 translocation.  

Finally, an intriguing in vitro study recently demonstrated that KDM5D 

(Lysine-Specific Demethylase 5D or JARID1D) expression knock-down in 

LNCaP cells in the presence of dihydrotestosterone (DHT) leads to 

docetaxel resistance [25]. The report showed that KDM5D, encoded on the 

Y chromosome, modulates the androgen receptor (AR) transcriptional 

activity by demethylating H3K4me3 active transcription marks in the 

nucleus. This study also provided evidence that AR signaling impacts 

docetaxel sensitivity. DHT treatment on LAPC4 cell line inhibited 

docetaxel-induced apoptosis as it activates AR signaling. As a matter of fact, 

when LAPC4 cells were treated with the AR-targeted inhibitor 

enzalutamide, DHT induced AR activation was abolished and they started 

being sensitive to docetaxel. That does not occur in LNCaP cells presumably 

because they have KDM5D constitutively activated. In fact, KDM5D 

knockoff causes AR signaling activation, which in turn confers insensitivity 

to docetaxel. Dataset analysis from the publicly accessible gene expression 
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database Oncomine revealed significantly decreased KDM5D RNA 

expression in CRPC compared to hormone-sensitive primary cancer. 

Moreover, in the Grasso cohort, which extensively studied the copy number 

alterations (CNA) of CRPC patients, 27.1% of CRPC patients exhibited 

KDM5D deletion [26]. These data indicate that KDM5D deletion is at least 

partly responsible for KDM5D decrease and thus could be evaluated as a 

biomarker of resistance to docetaxel in mCRPC patients [25].  

1.3 cfDNA and ichorCNA 

The PCWG3 recommended use of direct biologic characterization of the 

tumor prior to considering start a new therapy, including blood-based 

diagnostics such as circulating DNA, to improve understanding of disease 

biology and detect potential predictive molecular biomarkers. In cancer 

patients, plasma derived circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) serves as a 

“liquid tumor biopsy” allowing for comprehensive tumor profiling 

including amplifications, deletions, and translocations [27]. Additionally, 

both the total quantity of cfDNA in the circulation and estimates of the 

tumor-derived contribution to cfDNA (tumor fraction) have been proposed 

as prognostic biomarkers [28] and indicators of response and resistance to 

therapy [29]. Of note, a study suggested an association between the total 
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cfDNA concentration in the circulation with clinical outcomes after taxane-

based chemotherapy in mCRPC [30]. Through an existing collaboration 

between the Lank Center for Genitourinary Oncology Department of the 

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute – Harvard Medical School, the Blood Biopsy 

Team at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, and the Koch Institute at 

MIT, it was recently developed a novel software platform, adaptation of the 

probabilistic model TITAN [31], called ichorCNA. Based on the 

assumption that cancer cells derive from a common precursor and thus have 

at least one truncal CNA (other alterations being subclonal), this algorithm 

is capable of quantifying the fraction of cfDNA derived from tumor (“tumor 

purity”) rather than normal tissues through CNAs detected by sparse (~0.1× 

coverage) whole genome sequencing (technique termed Ultra-Low Pass 

Whole Genome Sequencing, ULP-WGS) [32]. Notably, measuring tumor 

content through quantification of the presence of individual alleles has 

demonstrated utility in assessment of response or resistance to therapy in 

cancers where those alleles are known clonal drivers [33]. The lower limit 

for detection of cfDNA using this computational tool was estimated to be 

approximately 3%. In the first 292 blood samples from patients with 

mCRPC tested, we observed tumor-derived DNA with purity >3% in ~79% 
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and >10% in ~29% of patients (Figure 1A). There was no evidence for 

tumor-derived DNA from the 6 healthy donors analyzed [32]. The tumor 

purity estimate obtained from whole exome sequencing using a different 

method for deriving tumor content from somatic DNA alterations called 

ABSOLUTE [34] was similar to that achieved by ULP-WGS, which 

validates our method for quantification (Figure 1B).  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 1. A. Tumor DNA Fraction as derived by ULP-WGS in plasma samples 

from patients with prostate, breast, lung and other cancers as well as healthy 

donors. B. Correlation of Tumor DNA Fraction derived from ULP-WGS using 

TITAN to that derived from WES using ABSOLUTE 
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Since ichorCNA does not account for translocations nor for detection of 

CNAs in chromosome Y, ERG-TMPRSS2 fusions and KDM5D deletions 

cannot be detected through this method. In this regard, the Broad Institute 

of MIT and Harvard designed a targeted sequencing panel which allows for 

identification of somatic single nucleotide variants (SSNVs) in all genes 

known to be recurrently mutated in mCRPC 

(http://meetinglibrary.asco.org/content/179374-197), as well as sequencing 

of intronic and intergenic regions of genes known to be translocated or have 

complex structural alterations in prostate cancer (i.e. TMPRSS2, ERG, AR, 

ETV1, ETV4, SLC45A3, RAF1, PTEN, MSH2, MSH6). This designed 

custom bait set including the above-mentioned set of candidate biomarkers 

will be applied on samples with estimated tumor purity >7% to further 

validate the results achieved through ULP-WGS and detect the presence of 

KDM5D deletions and ERG-TMPRSS2 translocations. In detail, this 

targeted sequencing panel will be applied on the same sequencing libraries 

constructed for ULP-WGS. Single nucleotide variants are identified using 

MuTect19, cancer cell fractions of these variants are derived using 

ABSOLUTE10, and rearrangement analysis is performed using 

BreaKmer15. As this technique allows for probing many genes other than 
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the above-mentioned genetic alterations, it will also permit the detection of 

other mutations, copy number alterations, and mutational signatures that 

may be enriched in responders vs. non-responders or vice-versa and thus 

may represent alternative biomarkers. 

1.4 Pilot analysis 

In order to assess the feasibility of this project, a pilot analysis has been 

completed using ULP-WGS technique as relatively cheaper than the 

targeted sequencing panel [32]. Therefore, this analysis allowed for 

detecting only the putative biomarker ABCB1 amplification. Patients with 

at least 1 banked plasma sample drawn and banked within 12 months prior 

to docetaxel initiation were selected from the Lank Center for Genitourinary 

Oncology of the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute institutional review board 

(IRB) approved registry (termed CRIS). Of the 180 mCRPC patients treated 

with docetaxel (between 2001 and 2016) identified, 12 patients showing 

better biochemical response [measured in terms of % PSA decline = 

(baseline PSA – nadir PSA) * 100 / baseline PSA)] (extreme responders) 

and 12 with worse response (extreme non-responders) within 4 months were 

selected and their corresponding banked plasma samples run through ULP-

WGS. We found 4 extreme responders and 5 extreme non-responders 
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having tumor purity ≥10% which is a pre-set value in ichorCNA for 

confidence. ABCB1 amplifications were observed in 3 extreme non-

responders and only in 1 extreme responder. These preliminary data 

demonstrated that ABCB1 is a putative biomarker of docetaxel resistance. 

Given the data in the literature, ABCB1 was not investigated as biomarker 

of cabazitaxel resistance in this preliminary experiment. 

 

 

Figure 2. Pilot study: CNAs landscape plots of 5 extreme non responders (left) and 4 extreme 

responders (right) to taxane therapy.   
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1.5 Objectives 

Therefore, in this first phase of the study, we sought to assess the association 

of ABCB1 amplification (established biomarker) and resistance to docetaxel 

or cabazitaxel therapy for mCRPC analyzing the cfDNA of a larger sample. 

Since ichorCNA allows for accurate detection of the sample copy number 

profile, a secondary endpoint was to evaluate the association of any other 

identified CNA (exploratory biomarkers) and resistance to either taxane for 

mCRPC. As it is often difficult to obtain metastatic tissue from patients for 

genomic testing, if successful, the present study would determine, without 

need for an invasive biopsy, a predictive factor for docetaxel and/or 

cabazitaxel resistance, which would enable us to perform a personalized 

therapy management. 
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2. METHODS 

2.1 Study population  

A cohort (A) of 180 patients with at least 1 plasma sample drawn and stored 

within 12 months prior to initiating docetaxel for mCRPC (between 2001 

and 2016) and a cohort (B) of 62 patients with at least 1 plasma sample 

drawn and stored within 12 months prior to starting cabazitaxel for mCRPC 

(between 2010 and 2016) were identified from the Dana-Farber Cancer 

Institute IRB approved database CRIS. Patients who received cabazitaxel 

before docetaxel or in combination with other agents were excluded from 

cohort B. All patients were consented to trial 01-045 Collection of 

Specimens and Clinical Data for Patients with Prostate cancer or at High 

Risk for Prostate cancer. This protocol allows for banking of tissue and 

blood specimens for research use, including comprehensive genetic 

sequencing.  

2.2 Study Design 

We analyzed cfDNA of mCRPC patients who were treated with docetaxel 

and/or cabazitaxel and had plasma samples drawn and stored per protocol 

01-045 within 12 months prior to treatment start. When multiple banked 
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samples were available for a patient we prioritized the closest to start of 

therapy. The DNA isolated from banked plasma samples was subjected to 

ULP-WGS through ichorCNA to identify cases with sufficient tumor 

content to build sequencing libraries and detect ABCB1 amplifications and 

any other CNA. The 9 cases with >7% tumor purity in the pilot study were 

also re-analyzed. The primary endpoint was to assess the correlation 

between ABCB1 amplification and primary resistance to docetaxel or 

cabazitaxel. The secondary endpoint was to evaluate the correlation between 

any detected CNA and resistance to docetaxel or cabazitaxel. Primary 

resistance was defined as the absence of a response within 16 weeks from 

treatment start. In turn, response was defined as the first of any of the 

following: 1) PSA decline ≥50% from baseline 2) radiologic response 

according to RECIST criteria version 1.1 [35].  

2.3 Study Procedures  

The identified banked plasma samples (1000μL/subject) were requested 

from the genitourinary Gelb tumor bank. ULP-WGS was performed on the 

cfDNA extracted from these samples and sequencing information was run 

through ichorCNA to detect cases harboring detectable tumor DNA content 

and CNAs. Specifically, quantification of extracted cfDNA was performed 
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using the PicoGreen (Life Science Technologies) assay on a Hamilton 

STAR-line liquid handling system. Library construction of cfDNA was 

performed using the Kapa Hyper Prep kit with custom adapters (IDT). 

Generally, 5 ng of cfDNA input was used for ULP-WGS. A Hamilton 

STAR-line liquid handling system was used to automate and perform this 

method. Constructed sequencing libraries were pooled (2 uL of each x 96 

per pool) and sequenced using 100bp paired-end runs over 1 x lane on a 

HiSeq2500 (Illumina) for ULP-WGS (~0.1× coverage). The genome was 

divided into T non-overlapping windows, or bins, of 1Mb. Aligned reads 

were counted based on overlap within each bin using the tools in HMMcopy 

Suite. The read counts are then normalized to correct for GC-content and 

mappability biases using HMMcopy R package. This data was used to 

generate a Hidden Markov Model to derive CNAs, including ABCB1 

amplification, and tumor DNA purity using ichorCNA. Samples passed a 

quality threshold (median absolute deviation score < 0.115) for accurate 

purity estimate. Considering the Broad Institute preliminary results [32], up 

to 40% of samples was estimated to yield >7% tumor purity which was set 

as threshold to guarantee the quality of the data. As ichorCNA does not 

account for subclonal events, to guarantee accuracy, a gene was defined 
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amplified or deleted when ≥5 copies or ≤1 copy, respectively, were found. 

The analyses were performed by Genomics Platform at the Broad Institute. 

In order to validate the output achieved with ichorCNA, GISTIC2.0 was 

rerun on the previously identified sequencing libraries. The GISTIC2.0 

module, an evolution of the GISTIC (Genomic Identification of Significant 

Targets in Cancer) algorithm, identifies probable CNAs by evaluating the 

frequency and amplitude of observed events [36]. GISTIC was applied to 

several cancer types [37,38] and aided identifications of several new targets 

of amplifications and deletions [39,40] and thus is an ideal tool to provide 

quality metrics for confidence. 

2.4 Statistical analysis 

As to the analysis of the established biomarker, the odds of docetaxel or 

cabazitaxel resistance (yes vs. no) for patients with ABCB1 amplification 

or without were compared by odds ratio (OR). An OR greater than 1 

indicates a higher likelihood of taxane resistance for patients with ABCB1 

amplification. Logit OR was used when there was 0 count for one of the 

resistance*amplification combination.  P-values were calculated by Fisher’s 

exact test.  
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As to the analysis of exploratory biomarkers, only amplifications or 

deletions with prevalence >10% (>4 and >2 patients in cohort A and B, 

respectively) were evaluated. OR of taxane resistance for patients with an 

amplification (or deletion) vs. no amplification (or no deletion) were 

calculated and raw P-values for all observed gene aberrations were 

generated using Monte-Carlo simulation and presented using volcano 

graphs [x-axis represents log(OR) and y-axis represents -log10(raw p-

value)]. To control for false discovery rate, p-values were adjusted by 

Benjamini–Yekutieli procedure. The biomarker was considered promising 

if the adjusted p-value was <0.05.  

The prevalence of each biomarker, established or exploratory, was 

summarized as numbers and percentages with 95% confidence interval (CI). 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Cohorts 

Of the 242 patients initially selected from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute 

registry, 180 in cohort A and 62 in cohort B, a total of 64 were excluded 

from the study (Fig. 1). Reasons for exclusion were the following: previous 

docetaxel administration for hormone sensitive disease or in combination 

with other drugs within clinical trials, plasma sample drawn and banked 

within 1 year prior to cabazitaxel being the same available for docetaxel or 

drawn when the patient was still on docetaxel, absence of efficacy (PSA or 

radiological) data. Of the 178 remaining patients, 136 had at least 1 plasma 

sample drawn and available within 1 year prior to docetaxel start and 42 

prior to cabazitaxel start. Of these samples, the ULP-WGS identified a total 

of 68 with sufficient tumor purity (>7%) to confidently building sequencing 

libraries and detecting ABCB1 amplification and other CNAs. As 1 patient 

had 3 available samples, overall, 66 patients were eligible for this analysis: 

45 patients in the docetaxel cohort and 21 in the cabazitaxel cohort, 33% 

and 50% of the original populations (136 and 42), respectively (Fig. 3). Four 

patients had 1 sample available prior to docetaxel and 1 prior to cabazitaxel 

and thus are counted both in cohort A and B. 
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Figure 3. Flow Chart 

 

 

3.2 Patient characteristics 

Patient clinical and radiological characteristics are described in Table 1. 

Year of taxane start spanned from 2002 to 2014 in the docetaxel cohort and 

from 2010 to 2016 in the cabazitaxel cohort. At the time of data annotation 

(May 2017), 97.8% of patients (44 of 45) in the cohort A and 71.4% (15 of 

21) in cohort B were dead. More than half of men (51.1%) in the docetaxel 

group received at least 1 line of therapy for mCRPC prior to starting the 

taxane and more than 1/5 (22.2%; 10 of 45) had 4 or more prior treatments. 
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Abiraterone acetate, enzalutamide, or radium 223 were not commonly 

administered prior to docetaxel. More than 2/3 of men (71.4%, 15 of 21) in 

the cabazitaxel cohort progressed on ≥4 lines of therapies; all patients had 

had received docetaxel, 12 (57.1%) abiraterone acetate, and 7 (33.3%) 

enzalutamide, before receiving cabazitaxel. Most patients (70.0%; 26 of 45) 

in group A received at least 4 cycles of docetaxel and 60% (24 of 45) more 

than six. In group B, most patients (57.1%; 12 of 21) received less than 4 

cycles of the taxane. A PSA decline ≥ 50% was achieved in 42.2% (19 of 

45 patients) and 14.3% (3 of 21 patients) of cohorts A and B, respectively. 

Two of 45 men (4.4%) in the docetaxel group had a radiologic response 

within 4 months of start of therapy, while none was observed in the 

cabazitaxel group. Primary resistance was observed in 26 of 45 patients 

(57.8%) in cohort A and in 18 of 21 (85.7%) in cohort B. 
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Table 1. Patient characteristics 
 

 Cohorts 

 

Docetaxel (A) 

(N=45) 

Cabazitaxel (B) 

(N=21) 

Still alive, n (%)   

N 44 (97.8) 15 (71.4) 

N/A 1 (2.2)   6 (28.6) 

   

Prior N. of treatments for mCRPC, n (%)   

0 12 (26.7) 0 (0.0) 

1-3 23 (51.1)   6 (28.6) 

≥ 4 10 (22.2) 15 (71.4) 

   

Prior abiraterone acetate, n (%)   

N 39 (86.7)   9 (42.9) 

Y   6 (13.3) 12 (57.1) 

   

Prior enzalutamide, n (%)   

N 43 (95.6) 14 (66.7) 

Y       2 (4.5)   7 (33.3) 

   

Prior radium-223, n (%)   

N 44 (97.8) 19 (90.5) 

Y 1 (2.3) 2 (9.5) 

   

Prior docetaxel, n (%)   

Y 0 (0.00)   21 (100.0) 

N 45 (100.0)            0 (0.00) 

   

Resistance, n (%)   

N 19 (42.2)  3 (14.3) 

Y 26 (57.8) 18 (85.7) 

   

PSA decline ≥ 80% within 16 weeks after 

regimen start, n (%) 

  

N 36 (80.0%) 20 (95.2%) 

Y 9 (20.0%) 1 (4.8%) 

   

PSA decline ≥ 50% within 16 weeks after 

regimen start, n (%) 

  

       N 26 (57.8) 18 (85.7) 

       Y 19 (42.2)   3 (14.3) 

   

Radiologic response within 16 weeks from 

regimen start, n (%) 

  

N 42 (93.3)   21 (100.0) 

N/A 1 (2.2) 0 (0.0) 

Y 2 (4.4) 0 (0.0) 

   

Total number of cycles of regimen, n (%)   

1-3 12 (30.0) 12 (57.1) 

4-6  4 (10.0) 2 (9.5) 

>6      24 (60.0)   7 (33.3) 

N/A        5            0 

 

Abbreviations: N, no; N/A, not available; Y, yes. 
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3.3 Laboratory and clinical outcomes 

No statistically significant association was noted between detection of 

ABCB1 amplification and primary resistance in the docetaxel (P=0.7123; 

OR=1.600, 95% CI: 0.3451-7.4181) or in the cabazitaxel group (P=1.000; 

OR=1.0606, 95% CI: 0.0412-27.3003) (Table 2). The gene aberration was 

observed in 9 of 45 patients (20%; 95% CI, 9.6-34.6) in the cohort A and 6 

of those 9 (66.7%; 95% CI, 29.9-92.5) showed innate resistance to docetaxel 

(Table 2). The rate of ABCB1 amplification in cohort A was 23.1% (95% 

CI, 9.0-43.7). In cohort B, 2 of 21 patients (9.5%; 95% CI, 1.2-30.4) had 

ABCB1 amplification prior to starting the taxane and both of them showed 

primary resistance to cabazitaxel (Table 3). The rate of ABCB1 

amplification among the patients with cabazitaxel innate resistance was 

11.1% (95% CI, 1.4-34.7). 

The analysis for exploratory biomarkers, after adjusting for false discovery 

rate, did not identify any CNAs (amplification or deletion) potentially 

predictive of docetaxel or cabazitaxel resistance (Fig. 4). The GISTIC2.0 

output validated the CNA landscape plot obtained with ichorCNA. 
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Table 3. Association between ABCB1 amplification and resistance in cohort B 

(cabazitaxel) 

 
ABCB1 amplification, 

N (%) 

No ABCB1 amplification, 

N (%) 

Total, 

N (%) 

Resistance,   

N (%) 
2 (9.52) 16 (76.19) 18 (85.71) 

No resistance, 

N (%) 
0 (0.00) 3 (14.29) 3 (14.29) 

Total, N (%) 2 (9.52) 19 (90.48) 21 (100.00) 

P-value = 1.0000; Odds Ratio* = 1.0606 

* Logit odds ratio was used 

Table 2. Association between ABCB1 amplification and resistance in cohort A 

(docetaxel) 

 
ABCB1 amplification, 

N (%) 

No ABCB1 amplification, 

N (%) 

Total, 

N (%) 

Resistance,   

N (%) 
6 (13.33) 20 (44.44) 26 (57.78) 

No resistance, 

N (%) 
3 (6.67) 16 (35.56) 19 (42.22) 

Total, N (%) 9 (20.00) 36 (80.00) 45 (100.00) 

P-value = 0.7123; Odds Ratio = 1.6000 
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Fig. 4. Volcano plots of exploratory biomarkers (amplifications, above; deletions, below) of 

resistance to docetaxel (left) or cabazitaxel (right) 

 

Note: x-axis=log(OR), y-axis=-log10(raw p-value). The vertical lines indicate an effect size (OR) of 

2 and 0.5; the horizontal line indicates a (unadjusted) p-value of 0.05. The p-values are the raw p-

value prior to false discovery rate adjustment. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

Standard chemotherapy for patients with mCRPC has been represented by 

docetaxel and cabazitaxel for many years now. Despite their demonstrated 

efficacy for most patients with mCRPC, there is a portion of men which 

shows primary resistance to these agents [4-6]. Moreover, taxane 

administration is associated with relevant toxicity, particularly hematologic, 

which is detrimental to quality of life, when not life threatening. In the past, 

several studies aimed to correlate biological or genetic features in prostate 

cancer with resistance to taxane-based therapy [9-14]. However, no 

biomarker of resistance to taxane-based therapy has been approved yet. 

Prompted by the encouraging clinical data of a pilot study, in this analysis, 

first phase of the project, we sought to assess the correlation between the 

putative biomarker ABCB1 amplification or other CNAs, detected by 

ichorCNA applied on plasma extracted cfDNA, and innate resistance to 

docetaxel or cabazitaxel for mCRPC. 

Primary resistance was observed in 57.8% of cohort A and in 85.7% of 

cohort B. Notably, these rates are quite similar to those reported in the key 

clinical trials of docetaxel and cabazitaxel [4-6], which confirms the validity 

of this database. Innate resistance could be more accurately evaluated in 
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cohort A, where 60% of men received more than 6 cycles of docetaxel, 

compared to cohort B, where only 1/3 of patients had > 6 cycles of 

cabazitaxel. GISTIC2.0 confirmed ichorCNA output providing quality 

metrics for confidence of the CNA plot in both cohort A and B. 

No statistically significant correlation was observed between the putative 

biomarker or any other exploratory CNA and primary resistance to 

docetaxel or cabazitaxel in this study. However, it should be noted that this 

analysis was quite underpowered due to the relatively small sample size (66 

patients), even smaller considering the single cohorts (45 patients for A and 

21 for B), which could have affected results. The decrease in the original 

population (N=178) was the result of the selection process operated by 

ichorCNA to identify cfDNA samples with sufficient tumor purity (>7%) to 

guarantee a good output quality. Of note, the rate of samples with tumor-

derived cfDNA >7% detected in cohort A (33%) and in cohort B (50%) was 

in line with what reported in the original article describing ichorCNA [32], 

where cfDNA with purity >3% was observed in ~79% and >10% in ~29% 

of patients (Figure 1A), which provides validation to this analysis. 

Moreover,  the database of this study is one of the largest registries of 

somatic CNAs for mCRPC currently reported in the literature. The Grasso 
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cohort includes somatic CNAs of 59 patients with prostate cancer. However, 

those with mCRPC were 48 while 11 patients had hormone-sensitive 

prostate cancer [26]. The SU2C database encompasses the somatic and 

germline genetic aberrations of 150 patients with mCRPC. Nonetheless, it 

is noteworthy that at the time of tissue collection, only 61 of them (41%) 

had received taxane therapy and 72 (48%) had progressed on either 

abiraterone acetate or enzalutamide [21]. In this respect, at the date of 

sample drawing, in cohort A no patient had received prior taxanes (per 

inclusion criteria) and few subjects had prior abiraterone acetate (13.3%) or 

enzalutamide (4.5%), probably due to the recruitment window (2002-2014), 

and yet 51.1% had progressed on 1 to 3 lines of therapies, prior to sample 

drawing. Furthermore, all 21 patients in cohort B had progressed on 

docetaxel and 71.4% had 4 or more line of therapies, prior to plasma sample 

drawing. As such, the population of our study on average had probably 

progressed on more lines of therapies compared to that of SU2C. This could 

partly explain the surprisingly greater rate of ABCB1 amplification 

observed in cohort A and B compared to that of SU2C database (~2%). In 

fact, the putative biomarker was reported ~10- and ~5-fold more frequently 

in cohort A (20%) and cohort B (9.5%), respectively. In fact, it is known 
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that the cancer mutational burden typically increases with the cumulation of 

resistance strategies to the therapies used [41-43]. Conversely, in the 

described pilot study of patients treated with docetaxel for mCRPC, ABCB1 

rate was higher (44.4%; 4 patients of 9 with tumor purity >7%) than in 

cohort A (20%) or B (11.1%). However, it is worth noting that 3 of the 4 

patients with ABCB1 amplification were in the group with extreme 

resistance to docetaxel and had PSA decline within 4 months of therapy start 

≤10% (vs. ≤50% in the present analysis). The rate of extreme resistant 

patients with ABCB1 amplification was 60% (3 of 5 patients). In this 

respect, the rate of docetaxel- or cabazitaxel-resistant patients with ABCB1 

amplification was 23.1% and 11.1% in cohort A and B, respectively. As 

such, despite not being significant, these data might portend a correlation 

between the degree of resistance to docetaxel and the frequency of ABCB1 

amplification.  

Given the small population analyzed, significant associations between the 

putative biomarker and docetaxel or cabazitaxel were not expected. 

However, in the docetaxel cohort, the frequency of ABCB1 (20%), the rate 

of patients with ABCB1 showing innate resistance to docetaxel (66.7%; 6 

of 9 patients), and the rate of docetaxel-resistant patients with ABCB1 
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(23.1%) are promising data which should prompt further investigation in a 

larger population. Additionally, according to the second phase of this study, 

the Broad Institute designed targeted sequencing panel (see Introduction), 

including all the established biomarkers (ABCB1 amplification, ERG-

TMPRSS2 translocation, and KDM5D deletion), will be applied on those 

sequencing libraries with estimated tumor purity >7% achieved using 

ichorCNA. This will allow for detecting the above mentioned candidate 

biomarkers and any other genomic aberration (exploratory biomarkers) 

included in the panel. Patients will be classified as positive vs. negative for 

the putative biomarker suite. A patient will be considered biomarker-

positive if any of the putative genomic alterations is detected in his cfDNA 

sample. Considering the frequency of KDM5D deletion (~27%), ERG-

TMPRSS2 translocation (~43%) and ABCB1 amplification (2% to 20%), 

observed in this and publicly available databases (SU2C and Grasso cohort) 

[21, 26] of mCRPC patients and the possible overlapping of these genomic 

aberrations in some patients, we expect to find a positive-biomarker status 

in at least ~60-70% of our study population (N=40/42 patients). The primary 

endpoint is to assess the correlation between positive biomarker status and 

innate resistance to docetaxel or cabazitaxel. Secondary endpoint is to 
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evaluate the association between any exploratory biomarker with prevalence 

>10% and primary resistance to docetaxel or cabazitaxel.  

5. CONCLUSION 

In a small population of patients treated with docetaxel or cabazitaxel for 

mCRPC, no statistical association could be observed between the putative 

biomarker ABCB1 amplification, identified using ULP-WGS on plasma-

derived cfDNA, and primary resistance to docetaxel or cabazitaxel. 

However, data were encouraging and the second phase of this study will use 

a custom-designed targeted sequencing panel to evaluate the correlation 

between positive biomarker status, including ABCB1 amplification and the 

other putative biomarkers, and innate resistance to docetaxel or cabazitaxel. 
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